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A message from:
Ahmad Ashkar

Unbelievable! My one word to describe this summer at the castle! It has been an absolute honor and privilege to host each and everyone of you at the 2019 Global Accelerator. It is my hope that this experience is one that will stay with you forever. As I look backwards at what we have accomplished together over the summer and the past year, I am reminded of why the Hult Prize was founded - to give our youth an opportunity to pursue impact. Real impact, the kind that changes trajectories and lives, at a time when the world needs us most.

I will forever be grateful to each of you for joining our community, inspiring action and your unwavering commitment to changing the world!
“It has been an incredible journey working alongside a team of staff members from over 30 countries who have travelled all the way to the UK for our summer Accelerator! If you want to change the world then this is YOUR CREW!”

-Callum Porter-Harris
Karim Samra
I will always remember
Casually having a pipe in Fairhaven while playing FIFA.

Most Funny Moment
Taking an Uber to Ashford instead of Ashridge.

Charlemagne Quinitio
I will always remember
Reunion with old colleagues and opportunities to make new ones over great Colombian coffee.

Most Funny Moment
Bringing back 4 copes of gelato from Marcs in Berkhamsted via cab. They started melting in the tray on my lap and since both of my hands were full Amr, next to me in the cab, kept my pants from getting gelato on it with napkins.

Charlemagne Quinitio
I will always remember
The language exchange classes between the teams and staff.

Most Funny Moment
Attending the Moon Ceremony with Rutopia at the gardens.

Nelly Andrade
I will always remember
This beautiful castle.

Most Funny Moment
Was so exciting to see all the teams succeed and move forward building their startups.

Nelly Andrade
I will always remember
The incredible moments shared with the most inspirational people! All the laughter, hugs, happy tears, and more laughter!

Most Funny Moment
Late nights lost in the spooky forest scaring people and being scared by others! This includes people falling, rolling down a hill, running into trees, and howling!

I will always remember
Our girl nights in with facemasks, movies, spa and wine to relax from a hard day at work and get ready for the next.

Karla Wadgymar
I will always remember
The /shortirst party teaching everyone how to do “arriba, abajo, al centro y pa’dentro” with tequila shots.

Most Funny Moment
When I asked TollabCo if I could do an interview in their office and they told me “Sure! But we out of chips” Haha! Best hosts ever!

Most Funny Moment
The day that we had our Team Building Activities and I was blind driving but instead of hitting the brake I hit the gas and was headed to the people! Sorry all!

I will always remember
The /shortirst party teaching everyone how to do “arriba, abajo, al centro y pa’dentro” with tequila shots.

Most Funny Moment
When I asked TollabCo if I could do an interview in their office and they told me “Sure! But we out of chips” Haha! Best hosts ever!

Amr Mashaly
I will always remember
Listening to the teams stories.

Most Funny Moment
Everyday, as simple as that.

Ayman Arandi
I will always remember
How to fix an AV System.

Most Funny Moment
Whenever I hear walahi, khalas, or yalla yalla in the castle.

Callum Porter-Harris
I will always remember
Launching my brand ambassador career with Tunart, Pine Kazi, and Decna. Looking forward to more partnerships to come soon.

Most Funny Moment
Practicing MMA late on a Friday night with Amr and Sebastian.

I will always remember
Listening to the teams stories.

Most Funny Moment
Everyday, as simple as that.

I will always remember
Listening to the teams stories.

Most Funny Moment
Everyday, as simple as that.

I will always remember
Listening to the teams stories.

Most Funny Moment
Everyday, as simple as that.
I will always remember
The Castle.

Most Funny Moment
I will always remember
The surprising rap elevator pitch of SOULMUCH and the way Rey did it!

Most Funny Moment
Playing the mexican remix of ABBA's Dancing Queen and seeing everyone's confused face.

Most Funny Moment
The /shortest week at the Accelerator. Getting to know amazing individuals and the joy we share for what we do!

Most Funny Moment
The /shortest time I saw the castle, the incredible Gala dinner. Met Viriz, Laura, Ouma, Elliot, Karla, Adria, Tollabco, Rula, Daniela, Samah, Justin Bieber, Tennis <3 <3 All the hours I spent in Tollabco’s office.

Most Funny Moment
When we lost the train back and when we went to the beach at five in the morning ha ha.

Most Funny Moment
The /shortest time I saw the castle, the incredible Gala dinner. Met Viriz, Laura, Ouma, Elliot, Karla, Adria, Tollabco, Rula, Daniela, Samah, Justin Bieber, Tennis <3 <3 All the hours I spent in Tollabco’s office.

Most Funny Moment
When we lost the train back and when we went to the beach at five in the morning ha ha.

Most Funny Moment
Learning un poco de español and Latino dance moves every day!

Most Funny Moment
When Hamdi was shouting at an airport agent who couldn’t let me through on the phone!

Most Funny Moment
Working with the world’s best Marketing team. #MarketingTeamRocks. We were friends like family.

Most Funny Moment
To remind Sebastian that he is beautiful.

Most Funny Moment
Finding out that Sebastian was in love with me.

Most Funny Moment
To remind Sebastian that he is beautiful.

Most Funny Moment
Finding out that Sebastian was in love with me.

Most Funny Moment
The special bond between all of us. Magic happens when people from all around the world gather with the same goal - to leave this world a better place and use our skills to change the way of doing business forever.

Most Funny Moment
When they made tacos for dinner in the castle, and I had most of them. Mexicans were surprised I am Mexican now, from Oaxaca and my blood is mainly made of tacos now!

Most Funny Moment
The first time I saw the castle, the incredible Gala dinner. Met Viriz, Laura, Ouma, Elliot, Karla, Adria, Tollabco, Rula, Daniela, Samah, Justin Bieber, Tennis <3 <3 All the hours I spent in Tollabco’s office.

Most Funny Moment
When we lost the train back and when we went to the beach at five in the morning ha ha.

Most Funny Moment
I will always remember
When they made tacos for dinner in the castle, and I had most of them. Mexicans were surprised I am Mexican now, from Oaxaca and my blood is mainly made of tacos now!

Most Funny Moment
The special bond between all of us. Magic happens when people from all around the world gather with the same goal - to leave this world a better place and use our skills to change the way of doing business forever.

Most Funny Moment
The /shortest week at the Accelerator. Getting to know amazing individuals and the joy we share for what we do!

Most Funny Moment
Working with the world’s best Marketing team. #MarketingTeamRocks. We were friends like family.

Most Funny Moment
To remind Sebastian that he is beautiful.

Most Funny Moment
Finding out that Sebastian was in love with me.

Most Funny Moment
The /shortest time I saw the castle, the incredible Gala dinner. Met Viriz, Laura, Ouma, Elliot, Karla, Adria, Tollabco, Rula, Daniela, Samah, Justin Bieber, Tennis <3 <3 All the hours I spent in Tollabco’s office.

Most Funny Moment
When we lost the train back and when we went to the beach at five in the morning ha ha.

Most Funny Moment
I will always remember
The Castle.

Most Funny Moment
Everyone is super funny here!
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Hiro Sano
I will always remember
When we socialize on Friday nights.

Most Funny Moment
That I make bad smoking circle at the circle and do small talks!

Cristian Fonseca
I will always remember
I will always remember the bow and arrow game.

Most Funny Moment
When I learned to say Let’s go in Arabic.

Jirasuta Boonjue (Tenny)
I will always remember
The concert day in the chapel.

Most Funny Moment
When Zara thought Shrey’s Mexican.

Justin Segarra
I will always remember
The teams!

Most Funny Moment
Sorry, can’t tell.

Diego Sandoval
I will always remember
The Red Lion.

Most Funny Moment
Everyone’s reaction to the twins.

Adrià Serrarols
I will always remember
All the connections I made, the people that are trying to change the world and they are so inspiring! All the memories that will keep hidden in this Castle.

Most Funny Moment
I still remember that day when we were out in the woods with some of the Marketing team, and it was so scary that it was hilarious!

Ghadeer Abu Qulbain
I will always remember
When I planned a getaway in the forest for one of the teams before their pitch Friday. I assembled a cute picnic for them with yummy snacks and it was absolutely beautiful.

Most Funny Moment
Finding a million bugs in my room then found out that its cause my window was broken. Once a huge spider actually landed on my head and I had to scrape it off!!!

Laura Guzmán Romero
I will always remember
All the amazing people here. All of them are incredible <3

Most Funny Moment
When Map, Vri, and me lost the train. It was sad but soooo funny too hahaha.

Shotaro Nakada
I will always remember
The pizza that connects everyone from all around the globe.

Most Funny Moment
When Map, Vri, and me lost the train. It was sad but soooo funny too hahaha.

Baha Gritly
I will always remember
Night walks in the forest.

Mohammad Husnain
I will always remember
The friday night parties.

Most Funny Moment
When I got a pitch for staff.

Aashir Malik
I will always remember
The special love from Nelly Andrade I got on our Pakistan Independence Day 14th august.

Most Funny Moment
Eating non halal food without knowing hahaha specially in Red Lion.
I will always remember

Rihab Feki

The first day I came to the castle.

Most Funny Moment

Many funniest, Hip Hop dancing, a night walk in the forest at 2am and scaring people.

I will always remember

Yasser Saad

The global community of Hult Prize

In simple words it's just a one big happy family who want to do best and make the world a better place.

Most Funny Moment

It's not a moment, it's that I really don't like my country any more I want to live here.

I will always remember

Laith Al Barmawi

Hult Prize Spirit! When we set together every morning and see how close we are although we came from different places with different backgrounds, and we have the same goal to change the world and make this planet a better place!

Most Funny Moment

The staff one minute pitch! And at the dancing class at the main house.

I will always remember

Hamid ALQwaysim

How great is the feeling when you have your touch changing the world, and being a part of at least 10,000 new job opportunities in this world.

Most Funny Moment

The (RIHAB DISEASE) just ask Rihab about it LOL.

I will always remember

Yasser Saad

The global community of Hult Prize

In simple words it's just a one big happy family who want to do best and make the world a better place.

Most Funny Moment

The (RIHAB DISEASE) just ask Rihab about it LOL.
"After a lifelong career in business in creating one of America’s top manufacturing companies it gave me and the other mentors great privilege to live alongside the Hult Prize entrepreneurs this summer. Just when you think you have done everything you get a chance to be reinspired and do the work only talk about. The journey of impact has just begun.”

-Ashok Mahboubani
The Mentors
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Susan Amat
Founder & CEO
Venture Hive

Ashok Mahbubani
CEO
Mtronics.com &
The EKTA Foundation

Gemma Bulos
Founder
Global Women’s
Water Initiative

Philip Awerswald
Founder & CEO,
Zilla Global LLC
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Ryan Riegg
Managing Director
Aion Associates

Gregg Bauer
Managing Partner
Spinnaker Venture Partners, LLC

Stephen Hodges
President
Hult International Business School

Vinod Parmeshaw
Vice President
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I wasn’t sure what to expect when I learned I would be spending the summer in a castle with 200 other entrepreneurs who were all committed to changing the world. I continue to be amazed by the inspirtational and brilliant people here and I have made life long friends.

Rutopia
The Startups

Silver Legacy  Chance.io  Pro Teen  Ozé  Phonic  Soul Much
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The Startups

PartMan

Decna

Boundless

Get Up & Go

Banai

Aquamou
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Awards

BEST ATHLETES

TOP SALESPERSON

GENIUS AWARD

BEST SINGER

HARDWORKERS
Awards

CLASS CLOWN

PARTY ANIMALS

SOCIAL BUTTERFLY

BEST DANCER

BEST DRESSED
“It showed me my weaknesses and helped me improve them every single day.”
-Ahmed Etkaidek

“It opened doors to meet some of the most inspirational impact leaders from around the world.”
-Rey Mustafa

“It inspired me to see how resourceful we young people are across the world if given the opportunity - changing the world through social enterprises”
-Lulu Berouard

“Rutopia became my life project”
-Diego Espinoza

“It introduced me to a global family of like minded entrepreneurs”
-Rabii Malik

“It has planted the seeds of growth, grit and courage to be bold, where my age or background holds no limitation for the possibilities of what can be achieved”
-Elisa Lillicrap

“I met the greatest people. Ever”
-Rares Gosman

“For the first time in my life, I saw that you really can make social impact while making profit”
-Jason Yip

“I made friends that will forever be in my life”
-Daniela Chiang

“I saw that you really can make social impact while making profit”
-Daniela Chiang

“Hult Prize has changed my life because…”
-Christopher MacVean

“As a third-world country citizen we got access to endless opportunities, capital, and brilliant minds committed to change humanity”
-Christopher MacVean

“Rutopia became my life project”
-Diego Espinoza
"I see Karla Wadgymar winning an Oscar for her movie premiered at the Cannes Film Festival!"

"I see Sebastian as a serial entrepreneur living in Africa, with a summer house in Mexico and a private jet (designed by Oscar)"

"I see Mascha in the Russian Ballet Company at opening night with a flower bouquet"

"I see Viri founding her own successful sports media company highlighting women athletes"

"I see Adria moving to Ibiza and dedicating his life to running his very own boutique hotel while co-owning a restaurant with Shrey"

"Where do we see you in 10 years?"

"I see Oscar, during the day being the next Elon Musk and creating the first electric airplane and at night the top underground Techno DJ in Berlin"

"I see Tenny as a diplomat fighting for women rights"

"I see Shrey leading the UN Council and opening a vegetarian restaurant"

"I see Sebastian as a serial entrepreneur living in Africa, with a summer house in Mexico and a private jet (designed by Oscar)"

"I see Mascha in the Russian Ballet Company at opening night with a flower bouquet"

"I see Viri founding her own successful sports media company highlighting women athletes"

"I see Adria moving to Ibiza and dedicating his life to running his very own boutique hotel while co-owning a restaurant with Shrey"
My Confession
I felt in love with the hot chocolate machine
5 weeks is never enough..
I hope to see Samah again!!!

I admired Carolina so much...
I believe I felt in love with two people from the same team (Attain), but none of them noticed me, yet.

Marwan is my favourite teddy bear

I planned not to get attached to someone, because I hate goodbyes. Guess what happened? I did.

I have a crush with Ana Paula from SuperMinds

Oran is the best dancer in the castle

I believe I felt in love with two people from the same team (Attain), but none of them noticed me, yet.

I am a little bit annoyed by how talented and intelligent Alberto from Tunart is...

Dear Ashridge house, please buy some salt for the kitchen

I am a little bit annoyed by how talented and intelligent Alberto from Tunart is...

Carla is the cutest person in the world

I am in love with Nabilah

Is that Hult has not only the smartest but also the most beautiful girls!

I have a crush with Ana Paula from SuperMinds

Marie, absolutely love your hair, and I think you're really cute :)

I planned not to get attached to someone, because I hate goodbyes. Guess what happened? I did.

I just realised that one of the members in my team was in the playboy magazine

I believe that Jordan is my crush

I admire Carolina so much...

Some guys in the accelerator make me question my sexuality.
So hot guys * *

Marie, absolutely love your hair, and I think you're really cute :)

I hope to see Samah again!!!

I am a little bit annoyed by how talented and intelligent Alberto from Tunart is...

Oran is the best dancer in the castle

I believe I felt in love with two people from the same team (Attain), but none of them noticed me, yet.

I am a little bit annoyed by how talented and intelligent Alberto from Tunart is...

Dear Ashridge house, please buy some salt for the kitchen

I am a little bit annoyed by how talented and intelligent Alberto from Tunart is...

Carla is the cutest person in the world

I am in love with Nabilah

Is that Hult has not only the smartest but also the most beautiful girls!

I have a crush with Ana Paula from SuperMinds

Marie, absolutely love your hair, and I think you're really cute :)

I planned not to get attached to someone, because I hate goodbyes. Guess what happened? I did.

I just realised that one of the members in my team was in the playboy magazine

I believe that Jordan is my crush

I admire Carolina so much...

Some guys in the accelerator make me question my sexuality.
So hot guys * *

Marie, absolutely love your hair, and I think you're really cute :)

I hope to see Samah again!!!
I have a pitch to do tomorrow, but I can't sleep. It's 2:35 AM. The pitch is not the reason, but having only one week to spend with you is the reason.

I really love our Hult Prize movement. I love every single person on this movement. It is amazing.

I can't imagine this accelerator without Shrey. The best thing I learnt, hug on the left side, it's warmer...

I love myself.

I like the girl who wearing glasses with cleanEcare team. She's elegant, brilliant. OMG I hope I can talk with her.

Superminds is the cutest team in the castle.

I have a little crush on 2 staff members.

I don't really like leading office hours.

I LOVE Tollabco with all my soul.

I eat wild berries in the castle's garden when I'm stressed.

Medina: time loses its time zones when I am with you.

Is that I still don't know the names of 75% of the people here.

Ameen is Love Expertise of the Accelerator.

I have a crush on all the Palestinians. Tollabco team members are so sweet!!

I miss the laundry for the first two weeks so I had to fold my underwear... twice.

I have a crush on Andrea.

Whenever Ahmad Ashkar looks at or talks to me, I freak out and start shaking.

Discovered the stripper's pole in the forest.

I have a crush on Andrea.

Ralph Abboud is the cutest person I've met in my life.

Soulmuch are the cutest!

Ameen is my crush.

I AM GONNA MISS YOU ALL.